Imaging of acute versus pathological pain in humans
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Abstract

Pain subserves different functions. Acute pain from the intact body alerts the victim to immediately react and withdraw from the bodily threat, ideally before an injury happens. However, during manifest injury and tissue inflammation, withdrawal and flight are no longer adaptive. Instead, sparing the affected body part to promote healing requires heightened awareness and avoidance behaviour over longer periods of time. Quality and time scales of behavioural adaptations are therefore substantially different between pain during normal compared to abnormal tissue states. Given these functional differences we postulated that the two phenomena also recruit different forebrain systems. We used positron emission tomography (PET) and subtracted scans obtained during painful heating of normal skin from scans during equally intense but normally non-painful heating of capsaicin-treated skin. This comparison reveals the specific activation of a medial thalamic pathway to limbic forebrain structures such as anterior insula, perigenual anterior cingulate, ventral striatum, and prefrontal cortex during pain originating in the chemically sensitised skin. It is possible that the unique forebrain recruitment by pain under a patho-physiological tissue status is caused by a significantly greater facilitation of the multi-synaptic projections from the spino-parabrachial tract of the superficial dorsal horn to the medial thalamus compared to deeper and direct lateral thalamic projections from the spino-thalamic tract.

1. Introduction

After the first generation of neuroimaging research of pain in humans demonstrated a reasonable consistency of brain areas that are activated by well-controlled experimental pain stimuli in normal subjects (for review see Casey, 1999), researchers in the field have started to use these methodologies to elucidate the mechanisms of abnormal pain states. Normally, if a stimulus is intense enough to activate nociceptors, multiple areas of the brain such as the thalamus, the primary (SI) and secondary (SII) somatosensory cortices, posterior and anterior parts of the insula, and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) respond to this input in a correlated manner with perceived intensity (Coghill et al., 1999). Under conditions of specific psychological interventions such as hypnosis (Rainville et al., 1997), pain anticipation (Ploghaus et al., 1999), or placebo cognitions (Petrovic et al., 2002) some of these regions such as ACC and the anterior insula appear to subserve more specifically the attentional and affective pain processes (see also Sprenger et al., 2004). This aspect of the pain experience has long been distinguished from the sensory-discriminative component of pain (Melzack and Casey, 1968), which exhibits closer association to SI and SII of the parietal lobe. This latter assumption is supported by the somatotopic organisation of hemodynamic activity in these brain areas following nociceptive stimuli to different parts of the body (Andersson et al., 1997; Bingel et al., 2003). Other areas such as brainstem, basal ganglia, cerebellum...
and various structures within the prefrontal cortex yielded activation by experimental pain in several studies, their role in pain processing, however, remained elusive and is mainly deduced from their importance in other cognitive, motor or behavioural functions.

In pathological pain states, inflammation or nerve lesions can exaggerate the sensitivity to painful stimuli (hyperalgesia), or cause pain following warm or touch stimuli (allodynia). Evidence from spinal reactions during inflammatory hyperalgesia in animals suggests that central sensitization contribute significantly to these phenomena. We used positron emission tomography (PET) to address the question of whether nociceptive activity originating from sensitized skin in humans acts upon the same forebrain structures as under normal skin conditions. Unlike functional magnetic resonance imaging, PET allows monitoring of baseline changes in activity that may accompany an experimentally induced sensitized state.

Based on the fact that there are distinct populations of spinal projection neurons in the dorsal horn that differ in their supraspinal targets we hypothesized that they may play different roles in normal versus abnormal pain processes. Neurons located in the superficial layers Rexed’s lamina I and outer II) belong mainly to the nociceptive-specific (NS) type and project within the spino-parabrachial tract (SpBT) to the lower brainstem, an important relais area to hypothalamic and limbic sites such as amygdala, medial thalamus and orbitofrontal cortex. Deeper projections from lamina V are mostly wide-dynamic-range (WDR) neurons that ascend within the spinothalamic tract (STT) to lateral thalamic nuclei from where they reach the somatosensory cortices (Hunt and Mantyh, 2001). Although there is certainly overlap between the two projections systems, recent evidence indicates that only the SpBT fibers, which express the peptidergic NK-1 receptor, respond to electrical high-frequency stimulation (HFS) of C-fiber strength with long-term potentiation (LTP) (Ikeda et al., 2003). Identical HFS, in turn, induces neurogenic hyperalgesia and inflammatory skin reactions when applied to human test subjects (Klein et al., 2004; Sandkühler and Ruschefewy, 2004). Given a particular importance of superficial SpBT neurons in mediating spinal sensitization during inflammation of their receptive fields, different supraspinal targets of these neurons than that of STT neurons should give rise to different neuroimaging results when C-fiber induced hyperalgesia and normal pain are compared with each other.

2. Methods

To test this hypothesis we applied topical capsaicin to induce C-fiber mediated hyperalgesia in 14 healthy male subjects and examined their responses to defined contact heat stimuli before and after treatment. Details are described in our original article (Lorenz et al., 2002). A critical aim of our experiment was to match subjective intensities of a slowly ramped and continuously applied contact heat stimulus across normal and sensitised skin conditions because we wanted to minimize a confound with perceived intensity. After establishing the appropriate capsaicin concentrations, duration of topical treatment and intensities of the contact heat probe in pilot tests outside the scanner we measured cerebral blood flow (CBF) reactions using PET after O15-water injections (Sprenger et al., 2004) and computed subtraction maps comparing trials of differently applied but equally perceived pain intensities of heat stimuli on normal (around 47 °C) and treated (around 43 °C) skin.

3. Results and discussion

Results are given in Fig. 1. It illustrates that key structures of the lateral pain pathway, reached by the STT, such as the lateral thalamus and the SII/posterior insula region were in fact equally activated by the equally intense stimuli and therefore eliminated by the subtraction (bottom row). In contrast, key structures...
of the medial pain pathway (medial thalamus, perigenual ACC, anterior insula, ventral striatum, prefrontal cortex, and midbrain), that partly receive direct input from the SpBT, exhibited significantly more activity when pain was inflicted on the treated skin and induced by normally warm stimuli, subsequently referred to as heat allodynia. Notably, although the perceived intensities were equated between the two skin conditions, heat allodynia yielded greater negative affect according to ratings subjects made using both a visual analog scale of ‘unpleasantness’ and a short form of the McGill pain questionnaire at the end of each scan. This result is consistent with the role of medial thalamic pathways in mediating affective and cognitive determinants of pain (Melzack and Casey, 1968; Price, 2000) and illustrates a close association of these responses with pain during pathological tissue states. It substantiates suggestions that different projection systems originating in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord mediate normal pain and pain during neurogenic inflammation (Hunt and Mantyh, 2001; Ikeda et al., 2003). In differentiating different pain types, the brain may engage different behavioral adaptations according to the physiological status of the body. Future studies may address the sensitivity of analgesic drugs in suppressing abnormal rather than normal nociceptive activity by using our capsaicin-heat model in combination with non-invasive neuroimaging such as PET or fMRI.
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